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Multiple-choice poll (Multiple answers)

MIKE & ALAN - What subjects would you
like to be presented to you as part of a
future NucSIG event concerning
Construction?
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Grenfell Tower
42 %
HS2
67 %
Edinburgh Schools Construction Issues
17 %

Multiple-choice poll

GIORGIO - Do you believe Quality Team
should manage Inspections during the
manufacturing phase instead of leaving
them with the Procurement Team?
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(1/2)
No, the Quality Team should be kept informed of the progress
and only support Procurement if quality issues arise
5%
No, The Quality Team is not always skilled to manage
manufacturing phases (i.e. external inspectors have to be
hired, so leave it with Procurement)
0%
Yes and the Quality Team should have/develop internal skills
because Inspection is a quality related activity
82 %

Multiple-choice poll

GIORGIO - Do you believe Quality Team
should manage Inspections during the
manufacturing phase instead of leaving
them with the Procurement Team?
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(2/2)
Yes, but the management of the resources for inspections
should remain under Procurement (bureaucratic stuff) while
the reporting line should be with the Quality Team
14 %

Multiple-choice poll

RICHARD - How regularly do you use the
NQK?
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Did not know existed
23 %
Never used
19 %
Use infrequently
50 %
Use regularly
8%

Multiple-choice poll

JAMES - Why is it important to attract,
encourage and support the next
generation of Quality professionals in to
industry including the nuclear sector?.

0 3 0

Future proof
63 %
Skills shortage
17 %
Demographic
3%
New ideas
17 %

Multiple-choice poll

JAMES - If no action is taken to actively
address the skills shortage and
demographic issues, what do you think the
nuclear industry and the profession would
look like in 10 – 15 years?.
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Ineffective
23 %
Lack of SQEP
60 %
Lack of talent
7%
Redundant
10 %

Multiple-choice poll

JAMES - What can we do as an institute to
self-promote and help to inspire the next
generation to join the Quality profession
and sector?
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NNG promotion
11 %
Employing Quality Apprentices
54 %
Business awareness of NNG
18 %
Regulator Advocacy/Mandation
4%
Make the profession more exciting
14 %

